
Researh Plan Toshihiro Nogi1. On a boundary of the Bers �ber spaeLet G be a torsion free �nitely generated Fushian group of the �rst kind ating onthe upper half plane U . Assume that U=G is a Riemann surfae of genus g with npuntures.The Teihm�uller spae T (G) of G is embedded into the omplex vetor spaeB2(L;G) of holomorphi automorphi forms of weight �4 on the lower half plane Lwith respet to G. We identify the image of T (G) under the embedding with T (G),then the boundary �T (G) of T (G) is naturally de�ned.The �ber spae F (G) over T (G) whose �ber is a quasidisk is de�ned. By theembedding as above, we see that F (G) beomes a domain in B2(L;G)� C . Now let_G be another Fuhsian group and U= _G! U=G�fa pointg be a onformal bijetion.Then Bers showed there exists an isomorphism of F ( _G) onto T (G). I shall studyan ation of the isomorphism to a boundary of F ( _G).2. On holomorphi families of Riemann surfaesLet B be a hyperboli Riemann surfae and suppose a holomorphi family of Rie-mann surfaes of type (g; n) over B is given, where g is the number of genus of a�ber and n is the number of puntures of the �ber.Then we have a holomorphi map from � (the universal overing surfae of B) tothe Teihm�uller spae of type (g; n).If the �rst researh in 1 develops, then I expet to have a orrespondene of �� and�T(g;k). From this, we see a detailed information about holomorphi families.3. On holomorphi motionsLet E be a losed subset od C . I will try to extend the Mitra's results of holomorphimotions on the Teihm�uller spae T (E) of E to results of holomorphi motions onT (R) of a Riemann surfae R.


